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Drones in the Coastal Zone

bserving the coast can be accomplished with a variety of methods. People take photographs
and record videos from descreet locations at ground level. Airplanes and satellites collect
images that cover larger geographic areas from above. Both of these traditional methods
have limitations, but emerging technology helps to bridge the gap between on-site observation and
high-altitude imagery.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) or drones are lowaltitude aircraft being used in various ways for real estate,
agriculture, utility infrastructure, search and rescue, pond
and lake management, forest management, and even space
exploration. NASA’s Ingenuity Mars Helicopter completed
a series of three successful f lights in April 2021 as
history’s first powered, controlled f light on another planet.

What is a Drone?
An aircraft without a
human pilot on board that
can fly autonomously or
be piloted remotely and
carry a payload.

https://mars.nasa.gov/technology/helicopter/#Quick-Facts

The widespread availability of drones in the commercial market
make it possible to use this technology for coastal applications.
Combined observations from ground level plus low and high
altitudes allows for efficient monitoring at different scales.
Virginia’s coastal managers and residents are now using drones
to collect information with improved speed, efficiency, and cost
savings. Drones are deployed to monitor harmful algae blooms,
conduct post-storm damage assessments, monitor changing
vegetation patterns, track erosion and accretion, and to study
the effects of sea-level rise. Documentary film makers and
scientists use drones for ocean and estuary wildlife observation
to avoid triggering behavior changes caused by human presence.

Photo 1. CCRM drone pilot Kory
Angstadt demonstrates how drones are
used for shoreline monitoring.

This issue highlights how the Center for Coastal Resources
Management at VIMS uses drones in combination with
other research techniques to collect field data. llustrating
potential uses of this technology, information about
system requirements, pilot qualifications, plus image and
data processing will hopefully inspire others to develop
more drone applications in Virginia’s coastal zone.
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Building A System
Drones come in many shapes and sizes and the technology is
rapidly evolving with new features - like collision avoidance and
autonomous capabilities. An Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)
refers to all of the components used together including a f light
vehicle, cameras, Global Positioning System (GPS), batteries and
chargers, ground control stations, data links and other support
equipment. The size of the f light vehicle determines what payload
can be carried. Selecting the best equipment combinations depends
on the application and purpose.

1. Flight Vehicles
These non-military system components are most often chosen for
coastal management applications:
Mini-Drones are small, some can fit on a human hand (e.g. Spark
weighs ~1 lb.) and are commonly used for simple aerial photography
and video surveillance. These compact drones are easy to deploy
and are relatively low-cost, but have limited battery life, payload
capacity, and are affected by wind.
Multi-Rotor Drones have more than two lift-generating rotors;
quadcopters with four rotors such as the Phantom Series drones
are the most popular. These
UAS’s are widely used for
aerial photography and video
surveillance in fields. The extra
rotors make it easier for the
craft to hover and maintain
balance, but this also requires
extra energy draw which results
in limited f lying time, making
Photo 2. Quadcopter used for
these crafts less suitable for long
shoreline monitoring.
distance surveying and mapping.
GPS Drones work by linking up to satellites via a GPS hookup.
Subsequent on-the-ground targets and base stations guide the
craft over a specified area allowing for aerial photography with the
ability to accurately geographically reference collected data. While
they require a great deal of battery power resulting in limited f light
time, some can be programmed to return to base when power begins
to run low as well as other autonomous capabilities.
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Fixed-Wing Drones are more like airplanes than helicopters. These
larger drones are effective for long distance, continuous f lights
more suitable for aerial photography and monitoring large areas.
The fixed wing attribute does not provide the ability to hover and
the vehicles are harder to land than other equipment.
Rivers & Coast

2. Payload
A drone’s payload is the weight of additional materials and
equipment the UAV can carry. Many instruments are available
to put on a drone, such as extra cameras, GPS, sensors, and
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) equipment. Drones
with higher payload capacity can handle more weight allowing
for more options.
Cameras & Imagery:
•

Standard RBG Cameras capture red, blue and green
primary color wavelengths that are visible to the
human eye. They can be combined to produce a broad
array of colors.

•

Multi-spectral cameras are able to capture specified
wavelength ranges across the electromagnetic spectrum,
including UV, RGB and infrared (IR), allowing users
to target specific aspects of surveyed areas such as
vegetation communities or the presence of moisture.

•

Thermal cameras detect and measure infrared
radiation, which is converted to visible images even in
scenarios with low-quality conditions.

Photo 3. Drone cameras can capture different
marsh plant communities.

Global Positioning Systems (GPS) come standard with
most drones now, providing them with varying degrees of
positional accuracy. Real-time GPS corrections (Real Time
Kinematic - RTK) and Ground Control Points produce
higher-resolution coordinates and accuracy. These practices
and equipment can render digital elevation models with 3-4
cm accuracy.
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) uses lasers to
take measurements of topography and vegetation canopy to
generate 3-dimensional information to assess characteristics
of the earth’s surface.

Photo 4. Thermal cameras detect infrared heat
radiation at the entrance to the VIMS boat basin.

3. Energy Source
Most drones can f ly for half an hour or less with f light times
being mainly affected by wind.
•

The number of batteries is based on the size and weight
of the drone.

•

Lithium polymer batteries are usually used on multirotor drones.

•

Some drones are programmed to automatically return
to base when their power starts to run low, but
miscalculating battery life can cause major problems.

•

It is always a good idea to have more than one battery
and charger on site to continuously re-charge batteries.
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Photo 5. Base stations and Ground Control
Points are used for GPS position accuracy.
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Getting Ready to Fly
Build an Unmanned Aircraft System
Decide what type of system components will be needed for the purposes of your particular f light; size
of survey area, characteristics and data of interest, and end products will determine the type of aircraft,
equipment, f light time, and energy source required.

Pre-Flight Preparations
•

•

•
•

Register your unmanned aircraft with the Federal Aviation Administration (FA A). Drones
are separated into two categories based on the weight of the aircraft: 1) 0.55 lbs. - 55 lbs., and
2) greater than 55 lbs.
Determine your drone-user type. The FA A has a User Identification Tool to assist with making
this determination: Recreational Flyers, Certified Remote Pilots including Commercial Operators,
Public Safety or Government, Educational Users.
Determine which FA A rules must be followed. The FA A regulations for drone operations are
always changing. The rules to follow will depend on what type of drone user you are.
Get your drone license. Having a FA A license allows you to seek permissions for working in
restricted airspaces. Don’t forget to keep your remote pilot certificate current.

Make a Flight Plan
Not having a proper plan in place before the f light can result in a waste of time, money and other
valuable resources. There are many components and considerations that make up an effective f light plan:
•
•
•
•
•

Flight schedule – best time of day; time for setup, deployment and demobilization; battery life
Know the site – appropriate staging areas; safety concerns; f light grid patterns; range limits;
number of ground control points needed and locations; site restrictions
Altitude – desired image resolution; airspace restrictions
Weather-related issues – wind, tides, temperature
Image capturing and processing requirements – using the right camera to capture desired
characteristics of the survey area; compatible post-processing software to convert captured images
into desired end products

Drone Safety Tips
• Register your drone
• Fly at or below 400 ft

Register Your
Drone
ht tps://faadronezone access.faa.gov/#/register

• Keep drone within line of sight
• Be aware of FAA Airspace Restrictions
• Respect privacy
• Never fly near other aircraft, especially near airports
• Never fly over groups of people, public events, or stadiums full of people
• Never fly near emergencies such as fires or other natural disasters
• Never fly under the influence of drugs or alcohol
Source: FAA UAS Getting Started – https://www.faa.gov/uas/getting_started/
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User ID Tool
https://www.faa.gov/uas/
getting_started/user_
identification_tool

Get Your License
https://www.faa.gov/uas/
commercial_operators/
become_a_drone_pilot
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Data Collection Tips
Capturing Images
With some drones, users have the
ability to manually take photos
or set up a f light plan in which
the drone automatically takes
photos at designated intervals.
Images can be downloaded
directly or stored on a microSD
card.
For most survey f lights, still
photos are taken as opposed to
videos. While video footage is
nice for an overall view of the
site, presentations or socialmedia footage, the still images
can be post-processed and
stitched together to generate a
3D view of the site for analysis.
The effective placement and
use of ground control points
(GCP) are vital for surveys that
require accurate elevations. It
is best to have enough GCPs
spread around the survey area to
capture multiple points in each
photo. That allows for accurate
georeferencing, image stitching
and modeling.
These points,
or targets, can be loaded into
the processing software so that
images have the best elevation
data to analyze the site.
For 3D imagery, it is wise to
avoid straight camera angles. A
70-degree camera angle is most
common with 70% overlap
forward and from the side,
with the program automatically
telling the drone when to take
photos in order to capture
multiple angles of imagery and
ensure the ability to stitch and
analyze imagery.
Summer 2022, Vol. 17

Flight altitude affects the
number of images needed to
cover an area. Better resolution
is possible at lower altitudes
but more images are needed to
cover a given area. Flying at
higher altitudes will have less
resolution, but fewer images and
less f light time are required.
The process is not one-size-fitsall. Open clear space like a tidal
marsh allows for lower f lights,
while the presence of large
trees and forests requires higher
f light altitudes. The observation
target will also inf luence f light
altitude. Higher altitudes may
be sufficient for capturing
general plant communities, but
altitude will need to be lowered
to capture individual organisms.

Processing Data
Still images can be downloaded
and viewed on a computer or
mobile device. The user can
set up file storage for easy
recognition during later analysis.
If the drone is equipped with
GPS, each image will have
GPS coordinates, which can be

imported into mapping programs
like Google Earth.
Point clouds are a collection of
individual points plotted in 3D
space using laser scanners like
LiDAR and photogrammetry.
By communicating with GPS
satellites, the drone is able to
determine its location in x, y,
and z space. Post-processing can
then turn this point cloud data
into 3D models of the imaged
survey area. These 3D models,
such as digital elevation models
(DEM) combined with photo
overlay makes the final product
very realistic.
There is a wide platform of
software programs available
to manage and analyze drone
images such as ArcGIS, AgiSoft
MetaShape, and Pix4D. These
software programs have vast
amount of analysis capacity, but
the process can be time intensive
and
requires
well-trained
users. Advances in artificial
intelligence are opening new
avenues for image processing.

Photo 6. Drone captures a tour group and a bird from above.
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Using Drones for Coastal Applications
Using drones to collect low-altitude coastal and shoreline information can supplement other surveying
methods. Drones can reach survey sites that are inaccessible to individuals on the ground. Drone
images can capture more useful details than satellite photos. Each of these methods has certain strengths
and limitations (Table 1).
CCR M has a fully-licensed drone operator to expand capacity for collecting tidal marsh and shoreline
data from all three vantages. Two research projects illustrate how drones are being used for tidal shoreline
monitoring.

Method
Ground Observation

Drone

Strengths

Limitations

• High resolution observations

• Very time and labor intensive

• Accuracy of hands-on
measurements and data
collection

• Structural damage potential from
foot traffic

• Quick to get started and capture
basic imagery

• Can be costly depending on
equipment, system, and purpose

• Widely available hardware and
software

• Single day data is subject to
weather and tide

• Ability to capture extremely high
resolution

• Licenses and access rights are
required

• RTK compatible units capable of
exact positioning

• Stitching, georeferencing, and
post-processing can be extremely
time intensive and difficult

• Video can be useful for
marketing/storytelling
• Lower altitude can avoid visual
impairments of cloud cover

Satellite

• Lower cost per acre surveyed
with no trips into the field
required
• Some feeds are free and available
to the public
• Historical images available
to provide baselines, easy to
normalize seasonal variation

• Lower spatial resolution than
most drones
• Requires intimate knowledge of
spatial reference systems
• Higher resolution data access
may be expensive for annual
subscriptions

• High temporal and spatial
resolution
• Fast processing time

Table 1. Comparing the strengths and limitations of ground, low- and high-altitude surveillance methods. (Source: Natrx, Inc.)
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Application #1
Monitoring Tidal Marshes & Living Shorelines
Objective: Monitor shoreline position and elevation changes
across shorescape profile (upland to shallow water)
A DJI Phamton-4 with ground control points is used to detect
micro-elevation changes that drive habitat shifts. With a local tide
range of 2 ft, the difference between habitat suitability zones is only
6 inches. Capturing a margin that narrow across such large areas
requires precise land elevation measurements.
Drone images captured in different years were overlayed in ArcGIS
to see changes over time. This allowed researchers to calculate the
amount of shoreline marsh gains and losses and observe the position
and shifting of oyster reef structures.
Drone imagery captured through this project also allowed researchers
to perform post-storm monitoring to track habitat resilience and
dynamic processes; evaluate plant communities with unique digital
signatures and track year-to-year changes; and accurately monitor
shifts in high and low tidal marsh areas. Spectral imagery is used
for plant species monitoring like marsh migration, ghost forest
development, and invasive species (e.g. Phragmites) tracking.

Photo 7. Drone collecting living
shoreline data points.

Application #2
Monitoring Tidal Bank Erosion
Objective: Compare accuracy between drone and ground-based LiDAR
CCR M and the US Geologic Survey USGS collected erosion data simultaneously at four tidal river bluffs.
USGS scientists used very accurate but expensive ground-based LiDAR to generate spatially accurate and
detailed point clouds. CCR M used a drone and an image mosaic process called Structure from Motion.
Communication with GPS satellites allows the drone to understand its location in x (along the shoreline),
y (out from the bank), and z space (up the bank face).
The processing software identified a location for each pixel in the drone-based photographs. This
information is stored as points and then color information from the photos is assigned to each individual
point, resulting in a point cloud.
The data from the multiple
overlapping photos can then
be superimposed into a single
mosaic 3D rendering of the bank
face. The mosaic can be rotated
for different viewing angles and
allows for additional analysis like
change detection over time. This
process is known as Structure
from Motion (Sf M).
Photo 8. 3D model image of coastal bluff erosion created by a point cloud and color
information from still photos assigned to each point and stitched together.
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Accuracy comparisons between
the drone and ground-based
LiDAR are still in progress.
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Drone Resources & Fun Facts
For More Information
FAA Drone Zone
https://faadronezone.faa.gov/#/
FAA Unmanned Aircraft Systems Getting Started
https://www.faa.gov/uas/getting_started/
USGS Aerial Imaging and Mapping
Woods Hole Coastal and Marine Science Center
https://www.usgs.gov/centers/whcmsc/science/aerialimaging-and-mapping

Why Are They Called Drones?
The term ‘drone’ originated in the 1940’s
to describe unpiloted target aircraft for
firing practice of battleship guns. Like
male honeybees with the same name,
they produce a monotonous
sustained sound, like the drone
of a bee.

NOAA Uncrewed Systems Research Transition
Office https://uas.noaa.gov/
More Research at VIMS (harmful algal blooms)
https://www.vims.edu/newsandevents/
topstories/2017/hab_drones.php
USGS National UAS on Twitter
https://twitter.com/USGS_UAS

Photo 9. Assistant professor Donglai Gong and his team
use one aerial drone to photograph another, with the York
River, Coleman Bridge, and VIMS campus in the background.
© D.Gong/VIMS

Drones By The Numbers
Recommended Apps
These apps help with set up and flights. They are
especially useful if the instrument does not come
pre-loaded or you do not know where airspace
is restricted at any given study location.

FAA B4UFLY

Air Map

Pix4Dcapture for surveys

“ A few decades ago, drones were

confined to science fiction or notions of
the future. Today, unmanned aircraft
systems, or drones, are rapidly becoming
a part of our everyday lives. They are
quickly increasing in numbers and
complexity. The ways we use drones
range from recreation to commercial
and military applications.

”

Currently in the United States:
865,505 drones registered
314,689 commercial
538,172 recreational
280,418 remote pilots certified

— Federal Aviation Administration
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